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FILM AUSTRALIA â€¢ PAGE 2. MABOâ€”THE NATIVE TITLE REVOLUTION â€¢ TEACHERS NOTES. Background
information. In , the British claimed ownership.

Thus Davy is the other direction Eddie could have taken in his life if he had not been the man he was. Sadly,
the Protection Board does not grant Eddie permission to return to Murray Island to see his dying father. The
Mabo case and its legacy were driven by Mabo the activist, his family and fellow plaintiffs, and a key support
cast of lawyers, academics and now film-makers. The octopus totem, knowledge of which also passes from
father to son, also symbolises the spiritual sense of belonging among the Meriam people. There are other types
of prejudice in the film. Several times, Eddie and Bonita dance romantically; as their love strengthens and
blossoms. The camera zooms in on the cinema door handle which dominates the frame; it becomes a stark
symbol of exclusion and discrimination. Mabo is as much a work of fiction as it is a story of facts. Indeed,
extraordinarily arbitrary powers over Indigenous people were exercised by Patrick Killoran , portrayed in
Mabo by Rob Carlton. He sends the indigenous officer back to the office several times, but the answer is
always in the negative. It is the law that Indigenous people are not allowed to drink in pubs, but Perkins makes
us see it through Eddies eyes and how it is not just. Exchange Credits represent the worth of each document on
Thinkswap. She keeps the family going, working when heavily pregnant to support the family financially,
laying out his clothes every day of their relationship and being by his side both physically and metaphorically
throughout the whole case. Hypocritically, they exploit Eddie when it suits, but do not support his protest. A
silhouette image ominously depicts her courage and struggle as she finds herself increasingly the breadwinner
who binds the family together. For more information please click here. Law can also be terrible. Discuss It is
pride just as much as native land rights that is at stake in the story of Mabo. The conflict between white mans
law and Merian Law also highlights the difference between cultural systems in society. Claim a Subject
Bounty. Without Bonita it is hard to see Eddie achieving what he did. This father-and-son relationship
becomes symbolic of inter-generational ties which imply automatic ownership of land and challenge the myth
of terra nullius. Bonita and Eddie look for accommodation after their son is released from hospital. Archival
footage--the way that Perkins has interspersed real footage from the news and newsreels with faux news
footage to create a sense of realism. This is who you are. Perkins shows that the stronger and the more
oppressive the state becomes, then the more Eddie must rely on the strength of his conviction to succeed. If
the document is not of an acceptable quality or the document was incorrectly described or categorised,
Thinkswap will provide a full refund of Exchange Credits so you can purchase another document. How does
the Australian landscape play a central role in Perkins' Mabo? Beware absolutese. This legal concept, which
considered Australia an empty country prior to white settlement, systematically denied the First Australians
the legal and moral rights to their land. While native title was enshrined in legislation in , it was wound back
drastically by the Howard government after the Wik decision in  Several shots of railways?


